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Abstract: Infinite Gaussian mixture process is a model that computes the Gaus-
sian mixture parameters with order. This process is a probability density distribu-
tion with adequate training data that can converge to the input density curve. In
this paper, we propose a data mining model namely Beta hierarchical distribution
that can solve axial data modeling. A novel hierarchical Two-Hyper-Parameter
Poisson stochastic process is developed to solve grouped data modelling. The
solution uses data mining techniques to link datum in groups by linking their
components. The learning techniques are novel presentations of Gaussian model-
ling that use prior knowledge of the representation hyper-parameters and approx-
imate them in a closed form. Experiments are performed on axial data modeling
of Arabic Script classification and depict the effectiveness of the proposed method
using a hand written benchmark dataset which contains complex handwritten Ara-
bic patterns. Experiments are also performed on the application of facial expres-
sion recognition and prove the accuracy of the proposed method using a
benchmark dataset which contains eight different facial expressions.
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1 Introduction

Data classification is an important topic of research. Numerous approaches for data classification have
been presented in the literature. Recent applications such as computer vision and image processing have
revealed that there are several accepted approach. These applications have encouraged hybrid
discriminative characteristics. Generative learning also represents well reported research by authors [1,2].
They exhibit better performance when combined both generative and discriminative attributes. This is
more important for applications that are based on classification of bags of vectors of extracted features
[3]. In these instances, support vector machines (SVM) with typical kernels cannot be deployed. In our
research, we propose Beta combination technique for bags of vectors.
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SVMs are utilized in computer vision and machine learning problems. Support vector machine (SVM) is
driven by statistical learning and utilizes nonlinear plotting of features to high-dimension space [4].

Finite combination represents [5–9] an influential and malleable statistical analysis for processing non-
homogenous data that come from several populations. These models are utilized in studies of many central
problems such as data mining. The linear model [10,11] is utilized in modeling the probabilistic observations.
The linear transform can represent any arbitrary distribution with a finite component. The hyper-parameters
of the linear model is powerfully estimated using optimum likelihood estimation technique. Although linear
unbounded distribution is symmetric, the data in many applications are not symmetric.

Beta combination [3], and the Watson algorithm [8], have gained substantial attention as they deliver
better representation abilities than linear ones for non-linear support data representation [12–16]. In the
area of image processing, the normalized image bag-of-words modeling is bounded to [0,1]. In speech
transmission, the frequency modeling of the predictive hyper-parameters is in the limit of [0, π].

To solve these challenges, the inverted Beta distribution (IBD) was proposed in [13]. IBD is more flexible
than linear model where data distribution shape can be skewed. Meanwhile, the IBD can produce overfitting
problems. Also, it is costly and slow for practical situations. To solve these situations, a Gaussian model for the
inverted Beta distribution that is based on multiple bound approximation is proposed [14]. To assure
convergence, we employ a Gaussian estimation using single bound approximation [17].

A Gaussian model is a probabilistic technique that defines data points as a finite Gaussian distribution
with unidentified parameters. It usually utilizes k-means clustering to attain information about the covariance
values of the data.

The non-linear data, which represents each combination component with several distributions, has
enticed substantial attention. Cases of such representations were formerly considered in the research to
embrace the combination of combinations of linear distributions [18–21], Combination of combinations
of t-distributions [22], and combinations of linear distributions [23]. One negative side of these
combination representation is the unbounded range of support between −∞ and +∞. Nevertheless, data
representation cannot be performed in an unbounded fashion [3–8]. To tackle this situation, the
combination of combinations of Beta distributions are utilized in [24] to represent bounded nonlinear
data. Nevertheless, this technique is utilized for 1-D data only. Also, Gaussian approximation model has
been utilized to train the representation hyper-parameters, which face divergence of the solution of the
proposed technique [17,18].

Therefore, in this paper, we introduce a new finite combination to represent the probability density
function of nonlinear data. Our technique varies from those models described above. First, a combination
of combinations of Beta stochastic distributions is utilized to represent the univariate data; we solve this
problem by defining a new combination representation that constitute inverted multi-dimensional non-
negative data. The second phase is the novel approximation model proposed to optimize the hyper-
parameters. The proposed model is utilized in the applications of Handwritten Arabic Text classification
and facial expression recognition. The performance of the new model is tested and validated using real
data valuations.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the proposed model. In Section 3, a novel
learning technique is proposed. Experiments on hand written Arabic data and facial expression dataset are
performed in Section 4. At the end, conclusions are depicted in Section 5.

2 Model Description

In this section, we are describing the Beta combination and the proposed hierarchical nonparametric
method that are based on the two-hyper-parameter Poisson combination.
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2.1 Beta Combination Representation

For a k random vector ~Z ¼ ðZ1; . . . ;ZkÞ, a k-dimension Beta distribution is depicted as follows:

b ~Z
� � ¼ a0 þ

X1
k¼1

ak þ bnð Þ þ
YK
k¼1

ðlkÞak Zak�1
k e�lkZk

cðakÞ (1)

where fad;ldg is the Beta vector, ad represents the shape and ld represents the location. c is the Beta
function [13]. The vector ~Z has a finite Beta combination with n factors.

Prob ~Zja� � ¼ Prob ~Zj l!� � ¼ 1

m
PM

j¼1 pjb ~Zj a!� � � l (2)

The pair fa;lg represents the Beta hyper-parameters of to the mth combination hyper-parameter
represented by the vector M as depicted below:

~M ¼ ðM1; . . . ;MmÞ where the following constraint 0 � Mm � 1 holds.

2.2 The Hierarchical Beta Combination Representation Model: HBC

The hierarchical Beta process (HBC) is a nonparametric Gaussian process that represents grouped data
and permits sharing components. Data is organized into combination groups that are linked using association
rules. HBC is a Beta process (b) for group data [17]. It is significant that βeta is employed in deep learning for
nonparametric cases [18]. The βeta process is defined as a priory probability pdf. This creates an infinite
combination employing the Poisson-Kingman partition-breaking process [19]. For the hierarchical Beta
process (HBC), the βetas for all data groups have a Beta distribution (B-dis). For a data set S that is
partitioned into K groups that are related to the βeta Gj. Therefore, the HBC becomes an indexed βetas Fj

representing part of base distribution F0 with base V and hyper-parameter r:

F0 � b r;Vð Þ and
Fh � bðr;F0Þ i 2 f1; . . . ;Kg (3)

The hierarchical b process is modeled by the Poisson-Kingman partition-breaking computation [19,20].
The universal metric F0 is modeled by B� dis� disðr;V Þ and it can be depicted as:

Wk
s � B� disð1; rÞ (4)

where fWkg is the Poisson-Kingman partition-breaking that satisfies
P1

k¼1Wk ¼ 1. F0 is the base βeta
distribution as depicted in Eq. (3).

Now, we present the latent hyper-parameter Ejtl to compute a pointer, where Ejtl 2 f0; 1g (to designate
the group-level ejt which the grain will maps to) note that Ejtk ¼ 1, if ejt maps to the GLl (universal-level
grain) else, Ejtl ¼ 0. Also, we can compute ejt ¼ GL

Ejtl

l . The pointer ~W ¼ ðWjt1;Wjt2; . . .Þ is represented
by the following probability distribution:

pð~E j ~W Þ ¼
YN
j¼1

Y1
t¼1

Y1
l¼1

W
Ejtl

l (5)
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where, W is function of W 0 as depicted to Eq. (4). Therefore, the pointer pð~W Þ can be formulated as:

pð~E j W 0�!Þ ¼
YN
j¼1

Y1
t¼1

Y1
l¼1

W 0
l

Yk�1

s¼1

ð1�W 0
sÞ

" #Ejtl

(6)

As defined in Eq. (4), the W 0s are defined from Beta stochastic distribution and their computation is
determined as

prob W 0�!� �
¼

XN

k¼1
B 1; ykð Þ þW 0

k (7)

The definition of the HBC representation links each point Dji
�!

with a parameter Pji (here i defines the
location j) where Dji

�!
and Pj

!¼ ðPj1;Pj2; . . .Þ are statistically distributed using HðPjiÞ and Uj. In this
situation, the probability functions are depicted as:

Pji j Uj � Uj

Dji j Pji � HðPjiÞ (8)

HðPjiÞ is defined as the conditional probability distribution function of Dji given Pji. The prior
distribution V defines the distribution function for Pji. This scenery of the Hierarchical Beta process
(HBC) combination representation) shows an essential part and certifies that each computed group is
linked with a combination representation, and the constituents of the combination are communal among
various groups.

Pji is computed according to Uj and is defined by the rate rjt with probability ot. We then present another
pointer variable �jit 2 f0; 1g for Pji as

probð~� j~oÞ ¼
Y1
j¼1

Y1
i¼1

Y1
t¼1

o
�jit

jt (9)

That is, the pointer~�jit is utilized to define which constituent Pji fits in.~�jit is set to 1 if Pji is linked with
constituent t (with grain rjt); else, ~�jit is set to 0. Therefore, we can define Pji ¼ r

~�jit

jt . As cjt maps to cXk , we
then can write

Pji ¼ rc
~�jit

jt ¼ X
Wjtk

~�jit

k (10)

The distribution of o0 is computed as:

probðo0!Þ ¼
YM
j¼1

Y1
t¼1

bð1; �xjtÞ ¼
YM
j¼1

Y1
k¼1

xjtð1� o0jtÞxjt�1 (11)

2.3 Hierarchical Two-Hyper-Parameter Poisson Process Mixture Model (HyperP)

Hyper-Parameter Poisson process (HyperP) is a two level parameter addition to the B-dis that allows
exhibiting of tailed probability distributions. It can model hierarchical representations and delivers a
refined method to group data in unknown number of groups. It is defined by an extra reduction hyper-
parameter ya along with the concentration parameter yb, that sustains the conditions 0, ya , 1 and
yb . � ya. Analogous to B-dis, the instance defined from HyperP is linked to a probability H [25,26]
Hierarchical Poisson-Kingman partitions process (HProcc) is proposed with the base HyperP metric is
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computed from HyperP. Precisely, HProcc computes the universal metric U0 and the group distribution
function Uj (that is Uj has the equivalent base U0 which follows a HyperP process). This produces the
HProcc to be appropriate for compound spatial data representation. The Poisson-Kingman partition
process depicts the base metric as follows:

U0 ¼
P1

k¼1 gk�k

g0k � bð1� ya; yb þ kyaÞ �k � V
(12)

where f�kg is a random variable taken from V . The random variables c represent the Poisson-Kingman
partition-breaking scores that satisfy

P1
k¼1 ck ¼ 1. The Poisson-Kingman partition-breaking score for the

group HyperP Uj is computed as:

Uj ¼
P1

t¼1 djtcjt djt ¼ d0jt
Qt�1

s¼1
ð1� d0jsÞ

d0js � bð1� la; lb þ tlaÞ cjt � U0

(13)

fdjtsg are the Poisson-Kingman partition-breaking weights (
P1

t¼1 djt ¼ 1). cjt is the grain HyperP with
U0 distribution. Then, a universal pointer I and a group pointer T are defined. T is utilized to map Pji to group
grain cjt and the pointer I is utilized to map the grain Pji to base-level grain.

3 Model Training

Spectral modeling [23,24] is a deterministic estimation model that is utilized to estimate the posterior
probability value. In this paper, we present a spectral training platform of the hierarchical infinite Beta
combination data representations. We employ a spectral training inference model called the factorial
estimation [27], which offers operative updates.

We employed block difference feature extraction, which is performed as follows [25–28]:

1. An image is partitioned into blocks.

2. Spectral, and shape features are selected using a multi-scale technique

3. Harris points is utilized to choose blocks in the training phase;

4. An index image is computed by optimizing the spectral distances to the training centroid.

We employ this model to factorize �ð�Þ, of on HBC and HProcc combinations, into mutually exclusive
factors. Then, we apply an approximation model as defined in [28] to approximate the spectral factors into
universal truncation value T and group level G as depicted below:

Ut Gð Þ ¼ 1;
Xt

t¼1
Ut Gð Þ ¼ 1; Ut Gð Þ ¼ 0 when t.T (14)

Where, T and G will be minimized in the training process. The estimated posterior set of vectors X will
be factorized as follows:

UðrÞ ¼ UðX1
�!

; X2
�!

; X3
�!

; X4
�!

; X5
�!

; X6
�!Þ ¼ UðX1

�!ÞUð~X2ÞUðX3
�!ÞUðX4

�!ÞUðX5
�!ÞUðX6�!Þ (15)

where the matching hyper-parameters in the previous equations can be computed using the spectral
techniques of both HBC and HProcc as depicted in the following Algorithms.
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Algorithm HBC: Hierarchical Beta process

1. Select an initial truncation values T and G

2. Select initial values for the hyper parameters ~M ¼ ðM1; . . . ;MmÞ
3. Repeat

a. Compute the expected values of the Spectral step
b. Update the spectral computed value Uj using Eq:ð8Þ

4. Until the value Uj is cionverged

5. The convergence is realized when Uj current valueð Þ � Uj previous valueð Þ is less then 0:001 or
the epochs is 300

6. Return the optimal number of constituents by eliminating the ones with small factors that are
approaching zero

Algorithm HProcc: Hierarchical Poisson-Kingman partitions process

1. Select an initial truncation values T and G

2. Select initial values for the hyper parameters ~M ¼ ðM1; . . . ;MmÞ
3. Repeat

a. Compute the expected values of the Spectral step
b. Update the spectral computed value Uj using Eq:ð14Þ

4. Until the value Uj is cionverged

5. The convergence is realized when Uj current valueð Þ � Uj previous valueð Þ is less then 0:001 or
the epochs is 300

6. Return the optimal number of constituents by eliminating the ones with small factors that are
approaching zero

4 Experiments

The experiment investigation depicts that the performance of the proposed models based on HBC
combination and HProcc combination representations with Beta stochastic distributions. Therefore, we are
comparing them with data mining representations employing Arabic hand written classification. In all
cases in the experiments, the universal truncation parameter K : UT and the group parameter T : GT are
set to 100 and 30. For HBC combination, we define the hyper-parameters of y as 0.13and � as 0.13. The
hyper-parameters of HProcc combination ya, yb, la and lb are initialized to (0.4, 0.13, 0.4, 0.13). The
hyper-factors of Beta stochastic distribution are sampled from previous data.

4.1 Arabic Hand Written Classification

In this research, we are interested in classifying Arabic hand written images. Divergent from regular
images which has objects, Arabic hand written images are superior case that do not contain a precise
shape. Arabic hand written pattern is defined in a content analysis paradigm. It is defined in deciphering
compound deep spatial learning process. Arabic hand written classification includes image classification
and segmentation [27–34]. The objective of our model is to classify Arabic hand written images utilizing
the proposed hierarchical processes of infinite combinations and by integrating different feature maps (to
mine pertinent features from text images).
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4.1.1 Experiment Methodology
For Arabic hand written classification application, our model extracts the attributes from the text and

represents them utilizing both HBC and HProcc. Each text image I : Imj is deliberated as an image group
and is linked to the infinite combination representation G : Gmj. in the second step, each vector Y : Ymji

of Imj is produced from Gmj, where Gmj denotes spatial data. We produce a universal terminology set to
use it in all Gm0 (universal infinite representation). It is important to construct the spatial terminology set
as part of the representations and thus, the magnitude of the terminology set (i.e., count of instances) is
concluded from the input using the nonlinear Gaussian representations [35]. The scale-invariant feature
transform parameters and the bag of words representation are used here to compute the statistics of the
spatial words from each Arabic text. For the block difference, they are computed the block difference
features and then converting them using the vector model proposed in [36]. The computed descriptors
realize true discrimination from the resolution. It should be noted that each Arabic text image is modeled
by a multi vector [37].

4.1.2 Dataset
The proposed Arabic hand written hierarchical classification HBC and HProcc Beta combinations are

performed on two public datasets. The first dataset is ARABTex and found in [38] and has 230 Arabic
hand written classes with 300 images each. The second public dataset ARD [39] has 400 classes with
230 images per class. Some Arabic hand written data is depicted in Fig. 1. We employ a k-fold cross-
testing method to split the datasets to learn the model accuracy. The testing procedure is based on
averaging the performance measures over 100 runs.

Figure 1: Arabic hand written samples in different classes for datasets (a) ARABTex [38], (b) ARD [39]
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The accuracy validation of the proposed models (HBC and HProcc) are tested with respect to previous
models namely infinite combination of linear distribution (IC-LD) [40], infinite combination of generalized
linear distribution (ICG-LD) [23], infinite combination of linear distribution (ICM-LD) [17], hierarchical
combination of linear regression (HC-LR) [41], hierarchical hyper-parameter Poisson combination of
linear regression (HHP-LR) [33], Beta combination of generalized linear regression (BCG-LR) [13], and
Two-hyper-parameter Poisson combination of generalized linear regression (THPG-LR [40].) Tab. 1
depicts the mean accuracy computation of Arabic hand written classification using different techniques
for the Arabic hand written-datasets using Scale-Invariant Feature Transform features. While, Tab. 2
depicts the mean accuracy computation of Arabic hand written classification using different techniques
for the Arabic hand written-datasets using Local binary patterns. Tab. 3 depicts the mean accuracy
computation of Arabic hand written classification using different techniques for the Arabic hand written-
datasets using block difference features.

Table 1: The mean accuracy computation of Arabic hand written classification using different techniques for
the Arabic hand written-datasets using Scale-Invariant Feature Transform features

Model ARABTex [38] ARD [39]

IC-LD [12] 83.33 84.14

ICG-LD [23] 87.21 87.17

ICM-LD [17] 93.03 93.10

HC-LR [41] 94.10 94.17

HHP-LR [33] 94.13 94.20

BCG-LR [13] 94.21 94.24

THPG-LR [40]. 94.24 94.29

HBC (our model) 98.77 98.62

HProcc (our model) 98.92 98.70

Table 2: The mean accuracy computation of Arabic hand written classification using different techniques for
the Arabic hand written-datasets using Local binary patterns

Method ARABTex [38] ARD [39]

IC-LD [12] 91.24 94.94

ICG-LD [23] 93.94 97.96

ICM-LD [17] 96.29 92.97

HC-LR [41] 96.32 93.81

HHP-LR [33] 96.33 93.83

BCG-LR [13] 96.41 94.87

THPG-LR [40]. 94.44 93.89

HBC (our method) 98.46 98.13

HProcc (our method) 98.38 98.19
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We executed all models for 100 runs and computed the mean prediction accuracy. The experiments prove
that the proposed HBC and HProcc models can realize superior accuracy for the two public datasets in terms of
the Arabic hand written prediction accuracy. The comparison of these performance results using the t-test depict
that our model outperforms the rest of models in a significant datamining terms. Precisely, results depict the
superiority of our technique for Arabic hand written and prediction aptitudes which exceed HC-LR [41],
BCG-LR [13], HHP-LR [33], and THPG-LR [40]. In contradiction, the least accuracy is realized in the
infinite linear combination method. The proposed models outperform the other models using Scale-Invariant
Feature Extraction Transform, Local binary patterns and block difference extraction models. Therefore,
these experiments approve the worth of our proposed models. Due to the efficiency of block difference
feature extraction method for labelling the predicted Arabic hand written text images, we also discover that
block difference technique realizes better performance compared with other feature extraction methods. It
displays the qualities of block difference method which can reflect all probable details in text images at
various resolutions. The HProcc combination model attains better results compared to HBC combination
model for all tests. This can be explicated by the impact of the HProcc combination representation and its
higher generalization aptitude and higher aptitude to represent tailed distribution.

4.2 Facial Expression Classification

Spatial classification is an important research area for facial expression classification [39–45] and image
recognition [45–50]. In this research, we are concentrating on human facial expression classification (HFE)
through a set of video frames. In fact, classifying facial expressions is used to detect and investigate various
human facial expression. HFE is one the important automated visual recognition topics in research where
expression identification can be valuable for monitoring various situations, especially in surveillance
applications [51–53]. Accurate classification of facial expression is essential by utilizing effective
automated techniques to tackle difficult settings such as bad illumination.

We accomplish the classification of facial expressions utilizing the proposed model HBC and HProcc.
Our procedure is defined as following:

� The model extracts the three dimensional scale-invariant feature transform from the dataset.

� The extracted 3D features are then represented as spatial bag-of-words representation using C-means
technique [39].

� A probabilistic Semantic indexing [41] is used to build a 3D vector.

Table 3: The mean accuracy computation of Arabic hand written classification using different techniques for
the Arabic hand written-datasets using block difference features

Method ARABTex [38] ARD [39]

inGMM 89.55 85.03

inGGMM 90.65 90.30

ICM-LD [17] 93.00 93.03

HC-LR [41] 93.00 93.00

HHP-LR [33] 93.03 93.05

BCG-LR [13] 93.03 93.09

THPG-LR [40]. 93.05 93.30

HBC (our method) 98.09 98.80

HProcc (our method) 98.83 98.30
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Each video frame Ij defines a group that is linked to an infinite combination representation Groupj.
Therefore, we assume that each scale-invariant feature transforms 3D feature vector into the infinite
combination representation Groupj. Spatial words define the combination constituents of Groupj. Also, a
universal terminology set is produced and pooled among all the groups of the universal-representation
Group0 of the hierarchical representation. This venue confirms the applicability of the drive of the
hierarchical combination representation. It is eminent that the construction of the spatial terminology is
used as apart of the hierarchical combination representations. This phase is developed out distinctly using
the C-means technique. It is also considered that the producing of the spatial terminology set is part of
our hierarchical combination representations and this phase is not executed distinctly through C-means.
Indeed, it is according to the features of the nonparametric representation that the count of constituents in
the universal-level combination representation can be inferred from the data.

We piloted our experiments of facial expression classification using a public dataset (FERG-3D-DB)
found in [41] with Calm, happy, sad, angry, fearful, surprise, disgust, and neutral expressions. FERG-3D-
DB dataset encloses 3910 video frames of various facial expression categorized into 8 classes. We split
the dataset into three subsets to train, validate and test. The results are depicted in Tab. 4, where Average
classification accuracy (%) are realized utilizing our model and other methods based on both the HBC
combination and HProcc combination. Tab. 5 depicts average classification accuracy (%) realized for our
model and other methods based on both the HBC combination and HProcc combination for the FERG-
3D-DB using Local binary patterns. While, Tab. 6 shows the average classification accuracy (%) realized
utilizing our model and other methods based on both the HBC combination and HProcc combination for
the FERG-3D-DB using block difference features.

Table 4: Average classification accuracy (%) realized utilizing our model and other methods based on both
the HBC combination and HProcc combination for the FERG-3D-DB dataset using Scale-Invariant Feature
Transform features

Method Classification accuracy (%)

HC-LR [41] 87.82

HHP-LR [33] 87.89

BCG-LR [13] 88.44

THPG-LR [40]. 88.49

HBC (our method) 92.84

HProcc (our method) 94.27

Table 5: Average classification accuracy (%) realized utilizing our model and other methods based on both
the HBC combination and HProcc combination for the FERG-3D-DB using Local binary patterns

Method Classification accuracy (%)

IC-LD [12] 92.35

ICG-LD [23] 92.92

ICM-LD [17] 96.29

HC-LR [41] 96.25

HHP-LR [33] 96.31

BCG-LR [13] 96.75
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The average specificity and sensitivity accuracy of our model and of representations based on HBC
combination and HProcc combination are depicted in Tab. 7.

As depicted in Tab. 7, the proposed models are attaining the greatest classification in terms of specificity
and sensitivity across all compared models. For 200 experiments, we have an average value < 0.028 and
consequently, the enhancement in performance among our model and other methods are more significant
using t-test. Also, we compared our methods with other combination representation models namely
(HC-LR [41]), hierarchical Two-hyper-parameter Poisson process combination of linear distribution

Table 5 (continued)

Method Classification accuracy (%)

THPG-LR [40]. 92.35

HBC (our method) 98.26

HProcc (our method) 98.28

Table 6: Average classification accuracy (%) realized utilizing our model and other methods based on both
the HBC combination and HProcc combination for the FERG-3D-DB using block difference features

Method Classification accuracy (%)

inGMM 89.34

inGGMM 90.40

ICM-LD [17] 92.04

HC-LR [41] 94.00

HHP-LR [33] 93.07

BCG-LR [13] 94.29

THPG-LR [40]. 94.40

HBC (our method) 98.80

HProcc (our method) 98.40

Table 7: Average specificity and sensitivity (%) realized utilizing our model and other methods based on
both the HBC combination and HProcc combination for the FERG-3D-DB dataset

Method Classification
specificity (%)

Classification
sensitivity (%)

HC-LR [41] 87.83 86.13

HHP-LR [33] 87.89 86.84

BCG-LR [13] 89.44 88.21

THPG-LR [40]. 89.49 89.01

HBC (our method) 93.84 92.34

HProcc (our method) 94.37 92.81
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(HHP-LR [33]), Hierarchical Beta Process combination of generalized linear distribution (BCG-LR [13]),
and hierarchical Two-hyper-parameter Poisson process combination of generalized linear distribution
(THPG-LR) [40], from the literature. We can deduce that our representations can deliver more
discrimination score than the other compared models. Obviously, these results approve the efficiency of
our model for facial expressions classification compared to other hyper-parameter processes based on
linear dissemination. Another observation is that our proposed HProcc method performs better than HBC
for this particular facial expression application and this validates the utilizing of hierarchical hyper-
parameter Poisson method over Beta procedure [53–55].

In Tab. 8, average execution time for classification in both applications is depicted. The experiment is
done over 200 runs. Our models require less CPU time for classification which makes it suitable for real time
applications.

5 Conclusions

In this article, we proposed two hierarchical non-parametric models using Beta and Two-hyper
parameters Poisson processes. The Beta process is employed because of its bounded data representation
capability. Infinite Gaussian mixture process is a model that computes the Gaussian mixture parameters
with order. This process is a probability density distribution with adequate training data that can converge
to the input density curve. Both models are trained utilizing spectral inference which has a robust
valuation of convergence by presenting a Bayesian stochastic model. A significant property of our
proposed model is that it does not require the determination of the count of combination beforehand. We
performed out experiments on Arabic hand written categorization and face expression classification to
validate the performance of our techniques which can be utilized more for several computer vision and
pattern classification problems. The proposed HProcc combination model outperforms other model for all
tests by an average of 9% in accuracy and recall. This is due to the impact of the HProcc combination
and generalization features.
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Table 8: Comparison of the average CPU time for Classification for both applications (over 200 runs)

Method Execution Time (Sec)

HBC (our method) 13:43� 0:48

HProcc (our method) 18:28� 1:38

HC-LR [41] 74:43� 1:37

HHP-LR [33] 148:39� 2:39

BCG-LR [13] 168:38� 3:38

THPG-LR [40]. 168:38� 3:38
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